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We are the Planet’s Favourite SchoolTM

Our vision at Sophia High School is to inspire a better, more equitable, accessible
and sustainable model of education through the continued development and
adoption of our global classroom experience.

Our Purpose & Direction

In assessing the needs of the next generation of leaders, we have created a leading
online learning environment for students anywhere on the planet through a unique
blend of traditional values and innovative approaches to digital education. At the
heart of our DNA is our commitment to developing Global Citizenship amongst our
stakeholders and our promotion of the Sustainable Development Goals across all
parts of our global classroom model.

By offering the best in British Private Education, within a flexible online home
education setting, we are supercharging education and pioneering a new future for
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education and development for the next generation of global citizens in the digital
age.

At Sophia High School we don’t believe that schools should define the educational
experience for children. Kids no longer have to go to school, school can come to
them. In the emerging age of digitally nomadic lifestyles, we educate children where
life and learning take them. We are on a mission to pioneer best practice in digital
education and develop a global learning community that is made to fit the lives of
today’s families.

Our school focuses on providing a high quality, digital British education, fit for
learning in the 21st Century for all students through an online model that provides
both personalisation and engagement for all students. We are committed to
developing global citizenship and intercultural learning, which are centred at the
heart of our educational goals and through the digital learning program we offer.
At Sophia High School, we are building a global community of learners within a safe,
secure and happy online learning environment, where our students are inspired,
challenged and supported in all they do. We have adopted the highest UK and
international standards and crafted them into digital live learning experiences that
nurture, encourage and inspire a global mindset and personal growth of our
students.
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We bring students from all over the globe together in our classrooms and actively
promote intercultural learning and the development of global citizenship. Sophia
High School students develop the knowledge, skills and understanding required to
be aware of their responsibilities as the learners of today and the challenges and
opportunities they will face as the leaders of tomorrow.

We place huge emphasis on the role we play in developing children as responsible
global citizens as we connect with each other on a global scale. Through our focus
on personal goals, mental wellbeing, mindfulness and the UN Global Goals as
important parts of our curriculum, we aim to empower young minds to think
creatively, develop independence, problem solve, be leaders and to make
connections with the world around them. These are the qualities future employers
are looking for, and it will hold them in good stead, not just when seeking
employment, but as decent and honest human beings.
Our Global International School, offers the full UK National Curriculum for England, for
students from age 3 - 15. We are the only UK-based online school which offers full
time online learning for students from the Foundation Stage, Nursery/Reception in
our primary phase through to Year 9 in our senior phase, providing an exceptional
digitally delivered education.

We are the first online school to partner with Fieldwork Education to offer both the
International Primary (IPC) and International Middle Years (IMYC) Curriculums. Our
interactive online lessons are delivered in real-time by our Master Teachers, in small
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learning pods of no more than 6 students, for the core subjects of English, Maths
and Science.

All Sophia High Teachers have at least 5 years of experience teaching in British
Schools, are fully qualified and hold postgraduate degrees in education. We
support them with ongoing continuous professional development, to ensure they
are always at the forefront of digitally delivered education.

Digital citizenship is delivered purposefully each school day at Sophia High School
through the use of technology to access student live lessons and learning materials.
Our partnership with Google enables us to utilise the leading Google for Education
Suite of tools. We focus on developing the students at Sophia High School to be
digital natives through the use of a variety of Google Workspace tools daily such as
Google Classroom, Jamboard, Slides, Docs and more which they use for their
learning every day.

Our groundbreaking, virtual reality learning program inside the Metaverse provides
immersive learning experiences for our students not possible in the real world and
enables us to develop skills our children will need for the creators economy of Web3
as they learn how to build and create on the blockchain and understand how the
virtual economy will open new opportunities for life and work in the future. Together,
these tools transform how our educators and students learn, work and innovate at
Sophia High School.

This is NextGenEd.  The Future is now.
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At Sophia High School, our curriculum integrates the very best components of the English
National Curriculum and International Primary Curriculum, enabling children in Years 1 to 6
(Kindergarten to Grade 5) to become ambitious, confident and inspired learners, and to
approach learning with a clear focus on the progression of skills. The curriculum covers a wide
range of subjects, outlined on the following pages, helping children learn to make meaningful
connections among them. Children study English, Math and Science, as well as Geography,
History, Art, Computing, Music, Design Technology and Innovation, International, Health and
Wellbeing.

English National Curriculum

The English National Curriculum provides a framework for learning, outlining knowledge
around which teachers develop stimulating lessons that promote the development of children’s
knowledge, understanding and skills. Teachers set high expectations, planning higher level work
for those whose attainment is significantly above the expected standard and delivering lessons
to children who need additional guidance and support. Teachers use a wide range of appropriate
assessments to set targets, which are deliberately ambitious to help children reach their highest
potential.

International Primary Curriculum

The International Primary Curriculum (IPC) is thematic, creative and employs specific goals for
learning in each subject as well as for personal development. The curriculum applies a global
approach that helps children connect learning to where they are living now and view learning
from the perspectives of people in other countries. The IPC is structured into mileposts over
Years 1 to 6, in which children aim to achieve specific learning goals, catered to their ages, in all
core subjects: Society, International, Geography, History, Art, Design Technology and Innovation,
ICT and Computing, Music and Science. To aid learning in these mileposts, we adopt a whole
school thematic approach which is then adapted by teachers to suit the learning stages of the
children. This ensures a varied and exciting curriculum that follows an appropriate progression
of skills and helps children reach their highest potential and also links to work in the Middle
School as part of the IMYC.

AUTUMN SPRING SUMMER

IPC
Milepost

2022 - 2023
Learning

Effectively
Online

Water, Water
Everywhere

Island Life

Brainwave

Different Places,
Similar Lives

Digital Gamers

Step into the
Metaverse
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Math

Math is a creative and highly interconnected subject that’s relevant in a wide range of contexts.
It’s essential to everyday life, critical to science, technology and engineering, and necessary for
financial literacy and most forms of employment. By providing children a high-quality math
education, we produce a foundation for understanding the world, an opportunity to build
reasoning ability, an appreciation of the beauty and power of math, and a sense of enjoyment
and curiosity about the subject.

Goals

The aims of our Primary Math curriculum ensure children:

• Become fluent in the fundamentals of math through varied and frequent practice
with increasingly complex problems over time, so they develop conceptual
understanding and the ability to recall and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.

• Develop mathematical reasoning by following a line of inquiry and conjecturing
relationships and generalizations as well as using mathematical language to
establish an argument, justification or proof.

• Cultivate problem-solving skills by applying mathematics to a variety of scenarios
with increasing sophistication, including breaking down problems into a series of
simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions.

Learning Summary

Math lessons across Primary School focus on six topic areas - Calculations, Fractions, Graphs &
Data, Measurements, Number & Place Value, and Shape - and build in complexity each year. In
Year 1, children develop their learning from Reception. They describe shapes, spaces and
measures, and improve their counting, understanding and use of numbers, and ability to add
and subtract. Math lessons in Year 2 focus on developing children’s basic number skills. They
learn to understand place value and recognize number bonds to 20. In Years 3 and 4, children
move on to master the four operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division), so
they can carry out mental and written calculations. By the end of Year 4, children are expected to
know multiplication tables up to 12 x 12, recall them in order, and answer questions about
multiplication tables at random. Children are also expected to understand related division facts.
(For example, in knowing that 6 x 8 = 48, children also know that 8 x 6 = 48 and 48 ÷ 6 = 8 and
48 ÷ 8 = 6.)

Learning in Years 5 and 6 shifts to a higher level of complexity. Children use their previous
knowledge of number bonds and multiplication tables to tackle more complicated problems,
including larger multiplication and division. They also encounter new material like calculations
with fractions and decimals, ratios, proportions and basic algebra. In all their work, they use
considerably larger numbers than in previous years. By the end of Year 6, children are expected
to confidently use all four standard methods for written calculations, and to demonstrate secure
knowledge of the key number facts for the four operations.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Calculation

• Use the +, – and = symbols to write and understand simple number
calculations.

• Add and subtract one- and two-digit numbers.

• Solve missing number problems, such as 10 –? = 6.

• Begin to use simple multiplication by organizing and counting objects.

Fractions • Understand ¼ and ½ to explain parts of an object or number of objects.

Measurements

• Use practical apparatus to explore different lengths, weights and volumes.
• Use language such as “heavier”, “shorter” and “empty” to compare things they

have measured.
• Recognize different coins and notes of currency.

• Use language of time, such as “yesterday”, “before”, days of the week, and
months of the year.

• Tell the time to the hour and half-hour, including drawing clock faces.

Number & Place
Value

• Understand place value; e.g., recognize that 5 in the number 54 has a different
value from 5 in 504.

• Count forwards and backwards from any number, including past 100.

• Read and write numbers up to 100 as digits.

• Count in 2s, 5s and 10s.

• Find “one more” or “one less” than a number.

• Use mathematical language such as “more”, “less”, “least” and “equal”.

Shape

• Recognize and name common 2D shapes, such as squares, rectangles and
triangles.

• Recognize and name some common 3D shapes, such as cubes, cuboids and
spheres.

• Describe movements, including quarter turns.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Calculation

• Fluently recall number bonds up to 20.

• Add and subtract numbers mentally and using objects, including two-digit
numbers.

• Show how adding two numbers can be done in any order, but subtracting
cannot.

• Recognize how addition and subtraction are inverse operations.

• Learn multiplication and division facts for the 2x, 5x and 10x tables.

• Show how multiplying two numbers can be done in any order, but dividing
cannot.

• Solve problems using the x and ÷ symbols.

Fractions
• Find ¼, ½ and ¾ of an object or set of objects.

• Find the answer to simple fraction problems, such as finding ½ of 6.

Measurements

• Use standard units to measure length, mass, temperature and capacity.

• Use the currency symbols for money amounts.

• Combine numbers of coins to make a given value, for example to make 62
cents.

• Tell the time to the nearest five minutes on an analogue and a digital clock.
• Know the number of minutes in an hour and hours in a day.

Number & Place
Value

• Recognize place value in two-digit numbers; for example, know the 1 in 17
represents 10.

• Read and write numbers up to 100 as words.

• Count in 2s, 3s and 5s.

• Compare and order numbers up to 100.

• Use the < and > symbols to represent the relative size of numbers.

Shape

• Identify the number of sides and a line of symmetry on 2D shapes.

• Identify the number of faces, edges and vertices on 3D shapes.

• Use math language to describe position and direction, including rotations and
turns, graphs and data.

• Construct and understand simple graphs such as bar charts and

pictographs.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Calculation

• Mentally add and subtract numbers; add 1s, 10s and units to a three-digit
number.

• Use the standard column method for addition and subtraction for up to three
digits.

• Estimate the answers to calculations and use inverse calculations to check the
answers.

• Learn the 3x, 4x and 8x multiplication tables and related division facts.

• Begin to solve multiplication and division problems with two-digit
numbers.

Fractions

• Recognize and show equivalent fractions with small denominators.

• Add and subtract simple fractions worth less than one, e.g. 5/7 + 1/7 = 6/7.
• Put a sequence of simple fractions in size order.

Graphs & Data

• Present and understand data in bar charts, tables and pictograms.

• Answer questions about bar charts that compare two pieces of
information.

Measurements

• Solve simple problems, like adding and subtracting measurements such as
length and weight.

• Measure the perimeter of simple shapes.

• Add and subtract amounts of money, including giving change.

• Tell time to the nearest minute using an analogue or digital clock.

• Use vocabulary about time, including a.m. and p.m., hours, minutes and
seconds.

Number & Place
Value

• Count in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100.

• Recognize the place value of digits in three-digit numbers (using 100, 10s and
1s).

• Read and write numbers up to 1,000 using digits and words.

• Compare and order numbers up to 1,000.

Shape

• Draw familiar 2D shapes and make familiar 3D shape models.

• Recognize right angles and know these are a quarter turn, with four making a
whole turn.

• Identify whether an angle is greater than, less than or equal to a right angle.
• Identify horizontal, vertical, perpendicular and parallel lines.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Calculation

• Use the standard method of column addition and subtraction for values up to
four digits.

• Solve two-step problems with addition and subtraction.

• Know the multiplication and division tables up to 12 x 12.

• Use knowledge of place value, multiplication and division to solve larger
calculations.

• Use factor pairs to solve mental calculations, e.g. knowing that 9 x 7 is the
same as 3 x 3 x 7.

• Use the standard short multiplication method to multiply three-digit

numbers by two-digit numbers.

Fractions

• Use and count in hundredths.

• Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator, e.g. 4/7 + 5/7.

• Find the decimal value of any number of tenths or hundredths, e.g. 7/100 is
0.07.

• Recognize the decimal equivalents of ¼, ½ and ¾.

• Divide one- or two-digit numbers by 10 or 100 to give decimal answers.

• Round decimals to the nearest whole number.

• Compare the size of numbers with up to two decimal places.

Graphs & Data
• Construct and understand simple graphs using discrete and continuous

data.

Measurements

• Convert between different measurements.

• Calculate the perimeter of shapes made of squares and rectangles.

• Find the area of rectangular shapes by counting squares.

• Read, write and convert times between analogue and digital clocks, including
24-hour clocks.

• Solve problems by converting amounts of time, including minutes,

hours, days, weeks and months.

Number & Place
Value

• Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1,000.

• Count backwards, including using negative numbers.

• Recognize the place value in numbers of four digits (1000s, 100s, 10s and 1s).
• Put larger numbers in order, including those greater than 1,000.

• Round any number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1,000.

• Read Roman numbers up to 100 Roman Numerals’ Basics: I = 1; V = 5; X
= 10 ; L = 50 ; C = 100.

Shape

• Classify groups of shapes according to the properties, such as sides and
angles.

• Identify acute and obtuse angles.

• Complete a simple symmetrical figure by drawing the reflected shape.

• Use coordinates to describe the position of something on a standard grid.
• Begin to describe movements on a grid by using left/right and up/down

measures.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Calculation

• Carry out addition and subtraction with numbers larger than four digits.

• Use rounding to estimate calculations and check answers are of a reasonable
size.

• Find factors of multiples of numbers, including finding common factors of
two numbers.

• Know the prime numbers up to 19 and find primes up to 100.

• Use the standard methods of long multiplication and short division.

• Mentally multiply and divide numbers by 10, 100 or 1,000.

• Recognize and use square numbers and cube numbers.

Fractions &
Decimals

• Put fractions with the same denominator in size order, e.g. recognizing 3/5 is
larger than 2/5.

• Find equivalents of common fractions.

• Convert improper fractions and mixed numbers, e.g. recognizing 5/4 is equal
to 1 and 1/4.

• Add and subtract simple fractions with related denominators, e.g. 2/3 + 1/6 =
5 6.

• Convert decimals to fractions, e.g. converting 0.71 to 71/100.

• Round decimals to the nearest tenth.

• Put decimals with up to three decimal places in size order.

• Begin to use the % symbol to relate to the number of parts per hundred.

Graphs & Data

• Read and understand information presented in tables, including timetables.
• Solve problems by finding information from a line graph.

Measurements

• Convert between units of measure.

• Use approximate equivalences for imperial measures, such as 2.5cm ≈ 1 inch.
• Calculate the area of rectangles using square centimeters or square meters.
• Calculate the area of shapes made up of rectangles.

• Estimate volume (in cm3) and capacity (in ml).

Number & Place
Value

• Recognize and use the place value of digits in numbers up to 1 million
(1,000,000).

• Use negative numbers, including in contexts such as temperature.

• Round any number to the nearest 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 or 100,000.

• Read Roman numerals, including years.

Shape

• Estimate and compare angles, and measure them to the nearest degree.

• Know that angles on a straight line add up to 180°, and angles around a point
add up to 360°.

• Use reflection and translation to change the position of a shape.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Algebra

• Use simple formulae.

• Describe sequences of numbers where the increase between values is the
same each time.

• Solve missing number problems using algebra.

• Find possible solutions to problems with two variables, such as a + b =
10.

Calculation

• Use the standard method of long multiplication for calculations of four-digit
numbers by two-digit numbers.

• Use the standard method of long division for calculations of four-digit
numbers by two-digit numbers.

• Identify common factors, common multiples and prime numbers.

• Carry out complex calculations according to the mathematical order of
operations.

• Solve complex problems using all four operations.

Fractions &
Decimals

• Use common factors to simplify fractions, or to add fractions with different
denominators.

• Place any group of fractions into size order.

• Multiply pairs of fractions together.

• Divide fractions by whole numbers, for example 1/3 ÷ 2 = 1/6.

• Use division to calculate the decimal equivalent of a fraction.

• Know and use common equivalences between fractions, decimals and
percentages, such as 1/2 = 0.5 = 50%.

Graphs & Data
• Construct and understand pie charts and line graphs.

• Calculate the mean average of a set of data.

Measurements

• Convert between any metric units and smaller or larger units of the same
measure.

• Convert between miles and kilometers.

• Use a given formula to find the area of a triangle or parallelogram.

Number & Place
Value

• Work with numbers to up 10 million (10,000,000) including negative
numbers.

• Round any number to any required number of digits or magnitude.

Ratio & Proportion

• Find percentages of quantities, such as 15% of $360.

• Use ratio to explain relationships and solve problems.

• Use simple scale factors for drawings, shapes or diagrams.

Shape

• Draw 2D shapes using given sizes and angles.

• Use knowledge of 2D shapes to find missing angles in triangles, quadrilaterals
and other regular shapes.

• Name and label the radius, diameter and circumference of a circle.

• Find missing angles in problems where lines meet at a point or on a straight
line.

• Use a standard grid of coordinates including negative values.
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English

The overarching aim of our English curriculum is to promote high standards of language and
literacy by equipping children with a strong command of the spoken and written word, and to
develop their love of literature through widespread reading for enjoyment. The curriculum
teaches children to fluently speak and write as well as read and listen so they can communicate
and understand different ideas and emotions.

Reading, in particular, gives them the chance to acquire and build knowledge, and develop
cultural, emotional, intellectual, social and spiritual understanding.

Goals

The aims of our English curriculum ensure children:

• Read easily, fluently and with reliable comprehension.

• Develop the habit of reading widely and often for learning and pleasure.

• Acquire wide vocabulary and knowledge of grammar and linguistic conventions for reading,
writing and speaking.

• Appreciate the rich and varied literary heritage of different countries.

• Write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a range
of contexts, purposes and audiences.

• Use discussion to learn, elaborating and clearly explaining their understanding and ideas.

• Develop competence in speaking and listening, presentations, demonstrations and debate.

Learning Summary

Throughout their time in Primary School, children study three English topic areas: Reading,
Speaking & Listening, and Writing. In Years 1 and 2, much of the focus is developing confident
readers, mainly using the phonics approach, which teaches the relationship between printed
letters and the sounds they make.
Children first learn the most common letter sounds, and then look at more difficult patterns, like
recognizing “ow” sounds different in “cow” than “low”, or that “ai” and “ay” make the same
sound in different words. As children move through the curriculum, they learn how to read
words aloud by identifying the letter patterns and matching them to sounds (decoding). This
decoding helps children become fluent readers, gives them confidence to start writing down
their own ideas, and helps them make sense of words and sentences in context.

Independence becomes a key focus in Years 3 and 4. The children develop their confidence to
decode most words (or receive extra support to help them to do so) and begin to use reading to
support their learning in other subjects. They also meet a wider range of writing contexts,
including fiction and nonfiction styles and genres. The range becomes even greater in Years 5
and 6, and children also develop their knowledge of grammar in these year groups.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Learn the 40+ main speech sounds in English and the letters that
represent them.

• Blend sounds together to form words.

• Read aloud when reading books that contain familiar letter sound
patterns.

• Listen to and talk about a range of stories, poems and nonfiction texts.

• Learn about popular fairy tales and folk stories, and retell them.

• Join in with repeated phrases in familiar books.

• Make predictions about what might happen next in a book.

• Explain clearly what has happened in a book.

Speaking &
Listening

• Listen and respond to adults and other children.

• Ask questions to extend understanding.

• Learn new vocabulary related to topics or daily life.

Writing

• Hold a pen or pencil in the correct and comfortable way.

• Name the letters of the alphabet in order.

• Write lowercase letters starting and ending in the right place.

• Write capital letters and the digits 0 to 9.

• Spell simple words containing the main sounds learned in reading.

• Spell the days of the week.

• Learn to write words with common endings, such as “–ed”, “–ing”, “–er”
and “–est”.

• Plan out sentences aloud before writing them.

• Write simple sentences and those using joining words such as “and”.

• Begin to use full stops and capital letters for sentences.

• Combine some sentences to make short descriptions or stories.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Confidently read words aloud, without obvious blending or rehearsal.

• Learn letter patterns so decoding becomes fluent and secure.

• Blend letter sounds, including alternative patterns, like
recognizing “ue” as the “oo” sound.

• Read aloud words that contain more than one syllable.

• Recognize common suffixes, such as “–ing” and “–less”.

• Read words that don’t follow phonetic patterns, such as “one” and
“who”.

• Become familiar with a wide range of fairy stories and traditional
tales.

• Discuss favorite words and the meaning of new words.

• Check that what has been read makes sense, and self-correct reading
where necessary.

• Make predictions about what might happen next in a story.

Speaking &
Listening

• Articulate and justify answers and opinions.

• Give well-structured explanations and narratives, for example, in

show-and-tell activities.

Writing

• Form letters of the appropriate size, using capital letters where
appropriate.

• Use appropriate spaces between words when writing.

• Begin to use joins between letters where needed.

• Spell longer words by breaking them into their sound parts.

• Learn to spell some common homophones, recognizing the difference
between them.

• Use the possessive apostrophe in simple phrases, such as “the boy’s
football”.

• Write about real events and personal experiences.

• Plan out writing in advance, including by writing down key words.

• Re-read writing to check that it makes sense and to make corrections,
including punctuation.

• Use question marks, exclamation marks, apostrophes and commas in
lists.

• Correctly use the present and past tenses.

• Begin to write longer sentences by using conjunctions, such as “and”,

“but”, “if” or “because”.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Extend decoding skills to tackle more complex words, e.g. unusual spelling
patterns.

• Read a wide range of fiction, nonfiction and literary books.

• Recognize different forms of poetry.

• Use dictionaries to find the meanings of words.

• Become familiar with a range of traditional and fairy tales, including telling
some orally.

• Identify words chosen to interest the reader.

• Ask questions about what they have read.

• Draw simple inferences about events in a story, such as how a character
might be feeling.

• Make predictions about what might happen next in a story.

• Summarize ideas from several paragraphs of writing.

• Find and record information from nonfiction texts

• Take part in discussions about reading and books

Speaking &
Listening

• Use discussion and conversation to explore and speculate about new ideas.
• Begin to recognize the need to use Standard English in some contexts.

• Participate in performances, plays and debates.

• Explain  thinking  and  feeling  in  well-structured  statements  and
responses.

Writing

• Write with joined handwriting, making appropriate join choices.

• Spell words that include prefixes and suffixes, such as “anticlockwise”.

• Correctly spell some commonly misspelled words.

• Use a dictionary to check spellings.

• Correctly use possessive apostrophes in regular and irregular plurals, such
as “children’s” and “boys’”.

• Use examples of writing to help structure similar texts.

• Plan out sentences orally to select adventurous vocabulary.

• Use paragraphs to organize ideas.

• Use description and detail to develop characters and settings in writing
stories.

• Write interesting narratives in stories. In nonfiction writing, use features
such as sub-headings and bullet points.

• Review own work to make improvements, including editing for spelling
errors.

• Read others’ writing and suggest possible improvements.

• Read aloud work that they’ve written to be clearly understood.

• Extend sentences using a wider range of conjunctions, including
subordinating conjunctions.

• Use the present perfect verb tense.

• Use nouns and pronouns with care to avoid repetition.

• Use conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to add detail about time or
cause.

• Use fronted adverbials, Use direct speech, with correct punctuation.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Extend decoding skills to tackle more complex words, e.g. unusual spelling
patterns.

• Read a wide range of fiction, nonfiction and literary books.

• Recognize different forms of poetry.

• Use dictionaries to find the meanings of words.

• Become familiar with a range of traditional and fairy tales, including telling some
orally.

• Identify words chosen to interest the reader.

• Ask questions about what they have read.

• Draw simple inferences about events in a story, such as how a character might be
feeling.

• Make predictions about what might happen next in a story.

• Summarize ideas from several paragraphs of writing.

• Find and record information from nonfiction texts

• Take part in discussions about reading and books

Speaking &
Listening

• Use discussion and conversation to explore and speculate about new ideas.

• Begin to recognize the need to use Standard English in some contexts.

• Participate in performances, plays and debates.

• Explain thinking and feeling in well-structured statements and responses.

Writing

• Write with joined handwriting, making appropriate join choices.

• Spell words that include prefixes and suffixes, such as “anticlockwise”.

• Correctly spell some commonly misspelled words.

• Use a dictionary to check spellings.

• Correctly use possessive apostrophes in regular and irregular plurals, such as
“children’s” and “boys’”.

• Use examples of writing to help structure similar texts.

• Plan out sentences orally to select adventurous vocabulary. Use paragraphs to
organize ideas.

• Use description and detail to develop characters and settings in writing stories.
• Write interesting narratives in stories.

• In nonfiction writing, use features such as subheadings and bullet points.

• Review own work to make improvements, including editing for spelling errors.
• Read others’ writing and suggest possible improvements.

• Read aloud work that they’ve written to be clearly understood.

• Extend sentences using a wider range of conjunctions, including subordinating
conjunctions.

• Use the present perfect verb tense.

• Use nouns and pronouns with care to avoid repetition.

• Use conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to add detail about time or cause.
• Use fronted adverbials. Use direct speech, with correct punctuation.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Read a wide range of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, plays and reference books.

• Memorize a range of poetry.

• Perform plays and poems using tone, volume and intonation to convey meaning.
• Use knowledge of spelling patterns and related words to say and understand

new words.
• Make comparisons between books or parts of the same book.

• Read a range of modern and classic fiction and books from other cultures and
traditions.

• Identify and discuss themes and conventions across a range of writing.

• Discuss understanding of texts, including exploring the meaning of words in
context.

• Ask questions to improve understanding of texts.

• Summarize ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying key details.
• Predict future events from details either written in a text or by “reading

between the lines”.
• Identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning.

• Discuss how authors use language, including figurative language, to affect the
reader.

• Make book recommendations, giving reasons for choices.

• Participate in discussions about books, building on and challenging ideas.

• Explain and discuss understanding of reading.

• Participate in formal presentations and debates about reading.

• Provide reasoned justifications for views.

Speaking &
Listening

• Speak clearly in a range of contexts, using Standard English when appropriate.
• Monitor the reactions of listeners and react accordingly.

• Consider different viewpoints, listening to others and responding with relevant
views.

• Use appropriate language, tone and vocabulary for different purposes.

Writing

• Write with increasing speed, maintaining legibility and style.

• Spell some words with silent letters, such as “knight” and “solemn”.

• Recognize and use spellings for homophones and other often-confused words.
• Use a dictionary to check spelling and meaning.

• Identify the audience and purpose before writing, and adapt accordingly.

• Select appropriate grammar and vocabulary to change or enhance meaning.

• Develop setting, atmosphere and character, including through dialogue.

• Write a summary of longer passages of writing.

• Use a range of cohesive devices.

• Use advanced organizational and presentational devices, such as bullet points.
• Consistently use the correct tense throughout a piece of writing.

• Ensure correct subject and verb agreement.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Reading

• Read a wide range of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, plays and reference books.

• Memorize a range of poetry.

• Perform plays and poems using tone, volume and intonation to convey meaning.
• Use knowledge of spelling patterns and related words to say and understand

new words.
• Make comparisons between books or parts of the same book.

• Read a range of modern and classic fiction and books from other cultures and
traditions.

• Identify and discuss themes and conventions across a range of writing.

• Discuss understanding of texts, including exploring the meaning of words in
context.

• Ask questions to improve understanding of texts.

• Summarize ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying key details.
• Predict future events from details either written in a text or by “reading

between the lines”.
• Identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning.

• Discuss how authors use language, including figurative language, to affect the
reader.

• Make book recommendations, giving reasons for choices.

• Participate in discussions about books, building on and challenging ideas.

• Explain and discuss understanding of reading.

• Participate in formal presentations and debates about reading.

• Provide reasoned justifications for views.

Speaking &
Listening

• Speak clearly in a range of contexts, using Standard English when appropriate.
• Monitor the reactions of listeners and react accordingly.

• Consider different viewpoints, listening to others and responding with relevant
views.

• Use appropriate language, tone and vocabulary for different purposes.

Writing

• Write with increasing speed, maintaining legibility and style.

• Spell some words with silent letters, such as “knight” and “solemn”.

• Recognize and use spellings for homophones and other often-confused words.
• Use a dictionary to check spelling and meaning.

• Identify the audience and purpose before writing, and adapt accordingly.

• Select appropriate grammar and vocabulary to change or enhance meaning.

• Develop setting, atmosphere and character, including through dialogue.

• Write a summary of longer passages of writing.

• Use a range of cohesive devices.

• Use advanced organizational and presentational devices, such as bullet points.
• Consistently use the correct tense throughout a piece of writing.

• Ensure correct subject and verb agreement.
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Science

Our Primary Science curriculum provides a foundation for understanding the world through the
disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Because science affects all our lives and is vital to
our future, children learn essential aspects of the knowledge, methods, processes and uses of
science. They build foundational knowledge and understand key concepts, recognizing the
power of rational explanation and developing a sense of excitement and curiosity about natural
phenomena. They’re encouraged to understand how they can use science to make observations,
predict behaviour and analyse causes.

Goals

The aims of our science curriculum ensure children:

• Develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the disciplines of
Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

• Understand the nature, processes and methods of science through varied inquiries that
help them answer questions about the world.

• Become equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and
implications of science now and in the future.

Learning Summary

Children in Years 1 and 2 learn about science in the context of real-life experiences, with
opportunities to explore scientific ideas in the classroom and in our local surroundings. The
curriculum focuses on Animals, Everyday Materials, Living Things, Plants, Science Investigation
and Seasonal Change. In Years 3 to 6, children begin to recognize the strands of Science as
Biology, Chemistry and Physics, although they are grouped together in Primary School. Children
continue to carry out practical experiments to find out about the world around them and to test
their hypotheses about how things work.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Animals

• Name a variety of common animals, including mammals, fish, birds,
reptiles and amphibians.

• Name common animals that are carnivores, herbivores and omnivores.

• Name the main parts of the human body, including those related to the

five senses.

Everyday Materials

• Recognize that objects are made of materials.

• Name everyday materials such as wood, metal, glass and plastic.

• Describe properties of materials, e.g. wood is hard.

• Group together items based on their materials or properties, for

example, by grouping heavy objects or shiny objects.

Plants

• Name a selection of common plants, including deciduous and
evergreen trees.

• Name the main parts of plants and trees, such as roots, stems, trunks

and leaves.

Scientific
Investigation

• Make observations and carry out experiments.

• Ask scientific questions.

• Collect information to answer questions.

• Group together objects according to their properties or behaviors.

Seasonal Change
• Observe changes across the four seasons.

• Observe and describe how the day and weather changes with the

seasons.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Animals

• Understand that all animals, including humans, have offspring that
grow into adults.

• Know about the basic survival needs of animals, such as food, water
and air.

• Describe the importance of exercise, healthy diet and hygiene to

humans.

Everyday Materials

• Identify and compare the uses of materials, including wood, metal,
plastic, glass, brick, rock, paper and cardboard.

• Find out how some solid objects can be changed by squashing,
bending or stretching.

• Investigate the properties of different materials.

Plants

• Compare differences between things that are alive, dead, and have
never been alive.

• Understand how different animals are suited to different habitats.

• Identify plants and animals in different habitats.

• Describe how animals feed on other plants or animals.

Scientific
Investigation

• Describe how seeds and bulbs grow into plants.

• Understand why plants need water, light and a suitable temperature to

grow.

Seasonal Change

• Carry out experiments.

• Use scientific apparatus, such as magnifying classes, to make
observations.

• Collect information about what they have seen.

• Make links between observations and scientific understanding.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Animals

• Know that animals get their nutrition from food, and need the right
types and amounts of nutrition.

• Understand that humans and some other animals have skeletons and

muscles, and know their basic functions.

Forces & Magnet

• Understand how some forces require contact, but magnetic forces can
act at a distance.

• Observe how magnets attract or repel each other, describing their two
poles.

• Compare and group objects according to whether or not they are

magnetic.

Light

• Recognize that we need light to see things.

• Notice how light is reflected from surfaces.

• Know how shadows are formed and identify how the size of a shadow

changes.

Plants

• Identify the basic functions of a plant’s roots, stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers.

• Understand that plants need air, light, water, nutrients and room to
grow.

• Understand the role of flowers in the life cycle, including pollination

and seed dispersal.

Rocks

• Compare and group different types of rocks based on their appearance
and properties.

• Describe how fossils are formed.

• Recognize that soils are made from rocks and organic material.

Scientific
Investigation

• Set up simple comparative tests, ensuring they are carried out fairly.

• Make systematic observations, using appropriate equipment and
standard units.

• Gather and record information to help answer scientific questions.

• Use results to draw simple conclusions or to raise further questions.

• Use straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Animals

• Describe the basic functions of parts of the digestive system, such as
the mouth, esophagus, stomach and intestines.

• Identify the different types of teeth in humans and their functions.

• Construct a variety of food chains to show producers, predators and

prey.

Earth & Space

• Describe the movement of the planets, including Earth around the Sun.

• Describe the movement of the Moon around the Earth.

• Use these ideas to explain how day and night occur, and why the Sun

appears to move across the sky.

Forces

• Explain how gravity is a force that acts on objects pulling them
towards the Earth.

• Identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance and friction.

• Recognize that some mechanisms, such as levers, pulleys and gears,

can be used to increase the work of a force.

Living Things &
Habitats

• Use classification keys to group, identify and name a variety of living
things.

• Recognize that environments can change.

Scientific
Investigation

• Carry out fair tests, using control tests where appropriate.

• Take accurate measurements using a range of scientific equipment,
like thermometers.

• Organize and present data to help answer scientific questions.

• Record findings using scientific vocabulary, diagrams, charts and
tables.

• Report on findings using oral and written explanations of results and

conclusions.

States of Matter

• Group materials such as solids, liquids and gases.

• Observe how some materials change state when heated or cooled.

• Know the role of evaporation and condensation in the water cycle.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Animals

• Know the functions of the main parts of the circulatory system such as
the heart, lungs,

• blood vessels and blood.

• Describe how nutrients and water are transported within animals.

• Recognize the effect of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the way

bodies function.

Electricity

• Construct a simple electrical circuit using cells, wires, bulbs and
switches.

• Understand that a complete circuit is needed to power a lamp or
buzzer.

• Recognize some common conductors and insulators.

Living Things &
Habitats

• Describe the differences in the life cycles of mammals, amphibians,
insects and birds.

• Describe the life processes of reproduction in some plants and

animals.

Materials

• Compare properties of materials, such as hardness, solubility and
conductivity.

• Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to separate mixtures and
solutions through filtering or evaporation.

• Know that dissolving, mixing and changes of state are reversible
changes.

• Know that some changes cannot be reversed, like burning, rusting or

chemical reactions.

Scientific
Investigation

• Plan different types of scientific investigation, including
controlling variables.

• Take measurements with increasing accuracy and precision.

• Record data and results using diagrams, labels, keys, tables and
graphs.

• Use test results to make predictions and set up subsequent tests.

• Identify the evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas.

Sound
• Understand that sounds are caused by vibrations reaching the ear.

• Find what affects the pitch and volume of a sound.
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Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Animals • Describe the changes as humans develop to old age.

Electricity
• Compare the variation in performance of bulbs and buzzers by

changing the number of cells in a circuit.

• Use the recognized scientific symbols to draw

Evolution &
Inheritance

• Recognize that fossils provide information about life on Earth millions
of years ago.

• Understand that offspring are not normally identical to their parents.

• Identify how plants and animals adapt to their environments, and

know how this adaptation leads to evolution over time.

Light

• Recognize that light appears to travel in straight lines.

• Understand that we see things because light is reflected off objects and
into the eye.

• Explain how shadows are formed.

Living Things &
Habitats

• Describe how living things are classified into groups, including
microorganisms.

• Give reasons for the classification of plants and animals according to

their characteristics.

Scientific
Investigation

• Plan a range of scientific investigations and effectively manage the
variables.

• Take precise measurements and repeat tests as appropriate to
improve results’ validity.

• Present results using tables, scatter graphs, line graphs and other
diagrams.

• Explain the conclusions drawn from results, including their

limitations.
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International Primary Curriculum.

The International Primary Curriculum is a curriculum that is being used in over 1800 schools in
over 90 countries around the world. It was launched in 2000 having been created by a team of
leading experts in children’s learning from around the world.

The goal of the IPC is for children to focus upon a combination of academic, personal and
international learning and through the IPC develop all of the skills children will need in order to
confidently face the world of tomorrow.
Children learn through a series of IPC units of work. Each unit of work has a theme that today’s
children find interesting and relevant. Children learn many of their subjects through this one
common theme and we find ways to integrate wider subjects such as English / Math and
Science. This means that their learning has meaning to them.

Linking subjects means that children can make lots of connections with their learning. The more
connections the brain can make, the better a child can learn.

The IPC is not just ‘topic’ learning. Although the learning is based around a theme, the learning
that the children do within that theme has very distinct outcomes to ensure that children are
learning exactly what they need to do.

Nobody can predict the nature of work and life opportunities available to our children in the
future. Many of the jobs don’t yet exist! The IPC focuses on a skills-based approach to prepare
our children for the fast-changing world they will be living in.

So that you know what your child will be learning in the IPC and how you can continue learning
at home, you will receive a letter at the start of each unit.

Within the IPC, Learning Goals are the foundation on which the IPC is built. They define what
children might be expected to know, what they might be able to do and the understandings they
might develop in their learning.

At Sophia High School, we use the terms: knowledge, skill and understanding when referring to
the different ways of learning.
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Knowledge

1. Children will be learning...
Facts that we think we need to know. This is information that we know is true and the way we
answer a knowledge question will be either right or wrong.

For example: Paris is the capital of France. That’s knowledge. Skills

2. Children will be learning skills...
Finding out how to do things. Skills are practical and can be described as ‘being able’ to do
something.

For example: being able to tie shoe laces, being able to read a map.

There are skills within every subject that children study at school. Skills take time to develop and
as we learn, we learn skills in small progressive steps.

Understanding

3. Children will be learning understanding...
Developing a sense of the meaning behind why we know and do things. Understanding involves
a combination of accumulated knowledge, practised skills and reflection over time.

Units of learning

Central to the International Curriculum is the aim to improve learning for all learners in IPC
schools. The IPC provides teachers with units of learning for each age group of up to ten
subjects, which outline tasks that connect to an overarching Theme. This ensures the consistent
delivery of the IPC in the classroom, guided by the underpinning research inherent in its design.

Each unit of learning has been carefully developed to support teachers of the IPC to implement
the internationally-research curriculum across subject areas, so in turn, they can focus on
improving learning in the classroom. All units of learning can be found on the MyFieldwork
platform accompanied by rubrics for the Key Skills and Learning Advice which aids a student’s
progress through the levels of skills performance

The IPC is designed and driven by underpinning foundations that ensure the curriculum
remains learning-focused and puts the goal of improving learning at the centre of what we do.
The following seven underpinning foundations form the structure of the IPC and also the criteria
for Accreditation.
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Personal, International and Subject Learning Goal

Learning should be at the core of what every good school does, and the overarching question the
IPC asks is ‘How does this improve learning?’

The IPC Learning Goals are so central to the IPC that it is important to think about the language
used when talking to the students, with colleagues and with parents. An IPC teacher talks about
what children have learned before they talk about what they have done. The clear, precise
Learning Goals give schools, teachers and leaders the chance to do that much more easily. The
Learning Goals are organised into 3 distinct but connected sections
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The clearly defined Learning Goals of the International Curriculum were developed with
teachers from our member schools and beyond, with reference to over twenty different national
and regional curricula.

The Subject Learning Goals cover the Knowledge, Skills and Understanding that students should
learn in:

• Art

• Design, Technology and Innovation

• Geography

• Health and Well-Being

• History

• ICT and Computing

• Language Arts

• Mathematics

• Music

• PE

• Science

• World Languages

Personal Learning Goals

In a world that is increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous, we know that our
learners will face challenging circumstances. Whether consciously or not, the Personal Learning
Goals cultivate within us a set of ways of approaching challenges, and they strongly shape our
attitudes and capabilities as thinkers and learners. For this reason, if learners are to flourish and
overcome challenges, their dispositional qualities must be a key area of focus for teachers and
school leaders. It has been argued that there is a need for increased focus on soft skills as we
enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution; with increasing levels of artificial intelligence, equipping
learners with skills that artificial intelligence cannot emulate is more important than ever
before.

The aim of the Personal Learning Goals is to develop character and attitudes, rather than
Knowledge, Skills and Understanding. Hence, they are constructed with the preceding sentence:
To be , I aim to .

The 8 Personal Learning Goals are all things we can be:

• Adaptable

• Communicator

• Collaborator

• Empathetic

• Ethical

• Resilient
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• Thinker

• Respectful

• Thinker

Each Personal Learning Goal has a number of indicators with progression outlined from the IPC
through to the IMYC. These can be found in the IPC Learning Goals document available on
MyFieldwork. Opportunities to experience and practice these specific goals will be built into the
learning tasks found within each unit of learning. For example, learning about these qualities by
studying people in History will help students understand the benefits and complexities around
developing these Personal Learning Goals. It is expected that the Personal Learning Goals will
form part of the schools’ shared vision and will be promoted beyond the classroom through
whole school events such as celebrations and assemblies.

International Learning Goals

The International Curriculum is unique in defining International Learning Goals that help
learners begin the move towards increasingly sophisticated national, international, global and
intercultural perspectives on the world around them, whilst developing the capacity to take
action and make a difference.

The development of an inquisitive mind and a sense of curiosity about the world and its people
is essential for international learning. It facilitates the acquisition of investigative skills which
helps learners to overcome feelings of bewilderment or uneasiness that they might experience
when faced with unfamiliarity. Furthermore, it raises their awareness of the differences between
cultures and societies as well as the commonalities that bind humanity together. An
understanding of diversity is essential to fostering mutually beneficial collaboration among
different nations and peoples, creating a platform for the sharing of learning around the world.
The expectation that learners will take action as a result of their learning is a particularly crucial
part of the International Learning Goals given the volatility of the modern world and the
uncertainties that humanity is likely to face in the coming years. The International Learning
Goals encourage thoughtful engagement with local and global issues and combined with the
Process to Facilitate Learning, provide the opportunity for direct intervention so that students
feel empowered to enact meaningful change. Moreover, the goals help to bridge the gap between
school and the wider world so that learners can immediately begin applying their newly
acquired international Knowledge, Skills and Understanding outside of the classroom.
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With global demand for proficiency in programming and online collaboration, as an online
school, Computing is high on our agenda for children. Computing lessons teach children how to
use technology safely and respectfully, ensuring they feel confident when using computers and
the Internet, and know what to do if they come across something inappropriate or
uncomfortable. The lessons also introduce children to the topics of Information Technology (IT),
Digital Literacy and Computer Science.

The IT component covers the use of computers for functional purposes, such as collecting and
presenting information, or using search technology. For Digital Literacy learning, students
explore the safe and responsible use of technology, including recognizing its advantages for
collaboration and communication.

Finally, Computer Science introduces children to understanding how computers and networks
function. It also gives children an introduction to basic computer programming, from simple
coding using Scratch in Years 1 and 2, to creating on-screen computer games and programs in
the later years of IPC.

Modern Foreign Languages

The aim of the Modern Languages curriculum is to help children develop their ability to speak
and communicate in French, and explore different cultures associated with the languages.
Reading, writing and grammatical structures are introduced, providing children with solid
foundation for the continuation of language in Year 7 (Grade 6) onwards. Much of the learning
takes place through a variety of fun and interactive activities such as games, songs, role plays
and much more.

Languages Lessons
Year 1-2 Years 3-6

French

• “All About Me”

• Weather and Seasons

• Numbers and Colors

• Animals

• Physical Descriptions

• Daily Routine

• Countries and
Nationalities

• Family and Friends

• Home and Local Area

• School

• Sports and Leisure
Activities

• Weather
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In Years 1 and 2, children continue developing their creative arts skills through independent
projects and live lesson activities painting, drawing, textiles, printing, sculpture and mixed
media. The curriculum at this stage introduces art history and art movements related to each
project. Moving on to Years 3 and 4, children build on the art mediums and expand their
creativity and expression. The children focus on one medium, artist and skill each term, and
store their work in a portfolio. They also start to interpret and critique art from different art
movements. Once again in Years 5 and 6, independence becomes key as the children build up
their art portfolio. Moving forward, we will host workshops where students have an opportunity
to take part in art critiques in which they give and receive constructive feedback, encouraging
the children to discuss, interpret and express ideas with peers.

Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2 Key Stage 3

• Mix simple colors using
watercolor

paints and tempera.

• Learn basic shading
techniques.

• Manipulate clay to
create sculptures.

• Use textiles to weave
and print.

• Painting using acrylic
paint.

• Create a self-portrait
using H-6B pencils.

• Make a sculpture with
paper-mâché, clay and
recycled materials.

• Make block prints.

• Sew and create
appliqués.

• Study artists including
Henri Rousseau,
Edward Hopper,
Georgia O’Keeffe,
Chuck Close, and Jason
Taylor.

• Create screen prints and
stencils.

• Explore color theory and
mix using acrylic and
watercolor paints.

• Draw figures and still life
with charcoal and pencil.

• Make sculptures using
wire and textiles.

• Study artists including

• Leonardo Da Vinci,
William Turner, Paul Klee,
Banksy and

• Alberto Giacometti.
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Music plays an integral role in children’s education as research shows music skills are
transferable to many other subjects, and the techniques and disciplines children learn in Music
lessons further our goal of creating innovative, ambitious learners.

The primary reason for teaching music is to ensure that each child has the opportunity to enjoy
and appreciate music. It develops creativity and imagination. The nature of an online school,
poses challenges for the delivery of a practical based music programme, but the IPC enables us
to ensure that students develop an appreciation for the subject. Special guest teachers who are
experts in the field help to further develop the musical programme at the school and children
are encouraged to share their musical talents, developed outside of the school, during class and
whole school assemblies.

Throughout Key Stages 1 and 2, 'listening, and applying knowledge and understanding', are
developed through the interrelated skills of 'performing', 'composing' and 'appraising'

During Key Stage 1 children listen carefully and respond physically to a wide range of music.
They may play musical instruments and sing a variety of songs from memory, adding
accompaniments and creating short compositions, with increasing confidence, imagination and
control. They explore and enjoy how sounds and silence can create different moods and effects.

During Key Stage 2 children sing songs and play instruments with increasing confidence, skill,
expression and awareness of their own contribution to a school performance. They improvise,
and develop their own musical compositions, in response to a variety of different stimuli with
increasing personal involvement, independence and creativity.

They have the opportunity to explore their thoughts and feelings through responding physically,
intellectually and emotionally to a variety of music from different times and cultures. Children
are exposed to musical styles ranging through classical, jazz, modern, rock, Arabic, African, Asian
and American as well as developing knowledge of the instruments of the orchestra. As their
listening skills become more developed, they are led to become more conscious of musical
concepts such as timbre.
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The Primary Creative Arts curriculum gives children a creative outlet to express their
personalities in a safe environment. Experiencing the Creative Arts at an early age helps children
grow their confidence, social awareness and physical and cognitive development, creating
building blocks for future learning. On top of that, children explore various dance styles to
increase their knowledge of body movement and gain insight into other cultures.

In each year group, children take part in age-appropriate creative arts workshops, which
supports the skill of improvisation, other arts disciplines, as well as physical education. Through
a conceptual approach to creative arts, children learn the basic elements of movement with
choreographic structures, and discover, explore, compose and refine everyday movements.

Outside of class, children can participate in half term SophiaX Online Camps and Courses, and
children are encouraged to look for opportunities in their local communities and to share their
talents and passions during class and whole school assemblies.

Over the next year, we will continue our collaborations with leading professionals in the Creative
and Performing Arts, to enhance the curriculum as subject specialists. It will enrich the
high-quality teaching and learning already offered by our program with the artistic values,
traditions and expertise of our special guests.

Physical Education

Wherever possible, In Years 1 to 6, teachers encourage children to take part in activities that
incorporate a variety of movement activities in order to encourage children to develop a positive
attitude towards health and physical activity.. The activities build on the early stages of physical
development, enabling children to grow their enthusiasm for physical education and to learn the
basics of a range of sports. We strive to offer an inclusive education that focuses on the holistic
development of the child, and incorporates not only skill acquisition, but the building of
confidence, competition and cooperation with others.

Over the coming academic year, we endeavor to continue to develop our programme of online
physical education for students from across the school, in line with the objectives for the subject
outlined in the IPC..
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Early Years Curriculum

Early Years pupils follow the Statutory Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage. Published:
31 March 2021 Effective: 1 September 2021.

This framework sets the standards that early year’s providers must meet to ensure children learn
and develop well and are kept healthy and safe. These culminate in the Early Learning Goals
(ELG’s) at the end of the Reception Year.

There are four overarching principles in the EYFS:

1) Every child is a unique child
2) Children learn to be strong and independent when there are positive relationships
3) Children learn well in enabling environments
4) Children develop and learn in different ways and at different rates

The Characteristics of Effective Learning underpin all that we do in Early Years. These behaviours
exemplify the best in early learning when a child’s curiosity is ignited:

1) Playing and Exploring
2) Active Learning
3) Creating and Thinking Critically

There are seven areas of learning and development. They are all important and interconnected.
Three areas are particularly crucial for monitoring their physical, social and emotional
development.

These are the Prime Areas, which relate to growth and development in all young children.

• Communication and Language
Listening, Attention and Understanding
Speaking

• Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Self Regulation
Managing Self
Building Relationships

• Physical Development
Gross Motor Skills
Fine Motor Skills
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These are the Subject Areas, which relate to curriculum content, exploration and discovery.

• Literacy
Comprehension
Word Reading
Writing.

• Mathematics
Number
Numerical Patterns

• Understanding the World
Past and Present
People and Communities
The Natural World

• Expressive Arts and Design
Creating with Materials .
Being Imaginative and Expressive

Each child has a daily lesson in English (Phonics, Reading, Vocabulary and Comprehension, Story,
Writing.) Our literacy lessons are based around a theme using a book, story, song, poem or nursery
rhyme. Support activities are sent home for daily practice to encourage the child to participate in
learning activities, share with their online friends, and support continuous development. We use
Literacy Tree, Reading Eggs, Fast Phonics and Oxford Owl to support our lessons and parents also
have access to these resources via the activities sent home.

There are four Mathematics lessons each week to develop appropriate levels of numeric
comprehension and application, and explore mathematical concepts in the environment.
Mathematics is all around us, and should be seen as an integral part of our world. Mathematics
does not stand alone. It connects with all areas of learning and contributes to many subjects within
the curriculum. We use White Rose Maths and Mathseeds to support our lessons, which parents
also have access to via home activities.

Sophia High School follows the International Primary Curriculum at the appropriate level for
young learners. The IPC provides children with subject goals, personal learning goals, and
uniquely, international learning goals, and these are defined for each age phase. In Early Years, we
work towards Milepost One. All pupils have a dedicated IPC lesson five times per week.

Within these lessons there will be a balance between small group teaching and individual
discussion online, and supplementary activities at home (tasks and challenges). These are
cross-curricular lessons where young learners explore their amazing world developing skills
supporting all areas of learning. The children explore learner-focused learning goals, which define
what learners are expected to know, what they should be able to do and the understanding that
they will develop through their explorations. They are organised into three unique but connected
sections: Subject, International and Personal.

Children learn through Thematic Units, which are designed to interest, excite and encourage them
to explore the world around them. These Thematic Units correlate closely with the EYFS goals
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related to Understanding the World. Early Years follow the same IPC units as the Key Stage 1
pupils.

Our teachers teach and explore content related to the Expressive Arts and Design and Physical
Development Early Learning Goals, focusing on creativity and personal expression, with activities
to support the overarching Characteristics of Effective Learning. Music and Movement plays an
important role in this, with teachers focusing on building oral language, dance, singing, patterns in
words and actions, movement and dance. This also includes physical development tasks. Our
teachers deliver a variety of online activities to encourage our young children to develop a healthy
lifestyle, gross motor development, co-operation, fair play and agility skills. Gross motor skills are
further developed through the weekly Physical Challenges set to be completed at home, and also
the Early Years Playdates and social events, which have an element of competitive team games.

Teachers are responsible to support children’s personal, social and emotional development
through daily interactions online, but there is also one dedicated PSED lesson each week to
support recognition of feelings, appropriate expression of emotions and social problem solving.
These are designed to help children access their own feelings and the feelings of others,
understand their role in friendships and relationships, and begin to discover their connections and
responsibilities to the wider global community. There are weekly sessions for mindfulness,
meditation and wellbeing embedded into the programme. We encourage the children to develop
and use these skills to begin to regulate their emotions and deal with daily challenges and conflict.

The knowledge, skills and values discussed and developed in these lessons directly correlate with
expectations for socio-emotional learning:

● Managing emotions
● Empathy
● Problem solving
● Making responsible decisions
● Maintaining healthy relationships

We believe that the child is the centre of their learning and that supporting and encouraging them,
and giving them the skills and tools to explore what they are interested in, is central to their
development.

We recognise the need to provide opportunities for children whose first language is not English, to
use their home language in play and learning, supporting their language development.

Each area of learning must be implemented using planned and purposeful play and through a mix
of adult-led and child-initiated activity both online and at home. Activities are play based, inquiry
focused, with hands-on activities and teachers will use research-based strategies appropriate for
children in the stages of development as an Early Years learner.

Our early learners engage in learning experiences supporting holistic development, giving a global
perspective to what they do, and focusing on the child’s individual learning journey.
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At Sophia High School, we believe in a future of education in which children are given the chance
to be creative thinkers.

This involves offering them an array of opportunities to explore beyond the curriculum, led by
our fully-qualified teachers and subject specialists, who are dedicated to providing high-quality
online schooling in a way that makes sense for the 21st century.

As a fully online school, there are some limitations we face in regards to the delivery of more
hands-on focused subjects such as Music, Art, Physical Education and Dance, however we do
endeavour to teach the curriculum objectives for these subjects as outlined in the IPC where
ever possible. This includes during live lesson sessions as well as independent learning
opportunities that our teaching team share with both the students and their parents. We are
very proud of our willingness to innovate in these areas in order to deliver as much of the
curriculum as possible.

During the 2020 – 2021 Academic Year, our Beyond the Curriculum programme introduced
Drama and Public Speaking Workshops with a West End Musical Star, Computer Science and
Coding Camps for our Senior Students, Mindfulness Workshops, Guest Lecture from a leading
Palaeontologist, a visit from Thames Water, Hands on Science Week, alongside the opportunity
to join a wide array of SophiaX Online Camps and Courses held during the half term holidays.

Entrepreneurship

At Sophia High School, we believe an entrepreneurial mindset increases children’s engagement
in school as well as their success. As such, we’re proud to embed Entrepreneurship for children
across the curriculum.

Children will explore the world of business and develop enterprise skills by participating in a
range of entrepreneurial activities. They’ll focus on developing eight core skills that are essential
building blocks of entrepreneurship: Teamwork & Leadership; Listening & Presenting; Business
Knowledge; Application of Business Knowledge; Problem Solving and Creativity.

Purpose of Assessment

Assessment is the gathering and analysis of information about student performance. It identifies
what students know, understand, can do and feel at different stages in the learning process; this
information guides teachers in instruction. Assessment is an ongoing and daily part of school
life, and the formative comments students receive develop their understanding of the skills and
knowledge required to be successful in each course.
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At Sophia High School, the aims and purpose of assessment are to:
• Provide information to enhance and improve learning and teaching.
• Provide information for target-setting for individuals, groups and cohorts.
• Share learning goals with students.
• Involve students in self-assessment.
• Help students know and recognize the standards they’re aiming for.
• Raise standards of learning.
• Identify children for intervention.
• Inform parents of their son/daughter’s progress.
• Complete a critical self-evaluation of the school.
• Measure progress and value added.

Academic Reports

Academic reports describe students’ academic and social development and list targets in all
subjects for the student to concentrate on before the next report. Teachers communicate with
families about student achievement and progress in these reports:

• End of Autumn Term – Online Summative Assessments in Math and English

• February Half-Term – Half Yearly Report - Teacher judgments (formative assessments) in the
core national curriculum subjects of English and Math and the IMYC

• End of Spring Term - Online Assessments in Math and English Teacher

• End of Summer Term - Online Summative Assessments in Math and English.

• End of Summer Term – Annual Report - Math, English, Science, French Teacher judgments
(formative assessments) and the IMYC.

There are parent consultations with teachers scheduled during the school year. Parents also
tend to meet with our teachers once or twice a week to discuss their child’s progress.
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Contact Us

Director of Education
David McCarthy
DoE@sophiahigh.school

Chief Education Officer
Melissa McCarthy
CEO@sophiahigh.school

Assistant Headteacher
Jennifer Callaway
jennifer.callaway@sophiahigh.sch
ool

+44 20 4547 5870
https://sophiahigh.school/

Sophia High School
31 Draycott Avenue,
London SW3 3BS,
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